1. Preparing to Listen

You are going to listen to a conversation between friends at a video store. Before you listen, think about the following questions.

Do you ever rent or buy movies to watch at home? If so, how do you pick the movies you want to see?

Have you ever watched a movie about animals? If so, what was it about?

2. Listening for Main Ideas

Read question 1. Listen to the conversation. Then choose the correct answer for the question.

1. March of the Penguins is about how penguins ______.
   a. learn to hunt for fish
   b. learn to find the place where they were born
   c. find a mate and reproduce

3. Listening for More Detail

Read questions 2–10. Then listen to the conversation again and choose the correct answer for each question.

2. What kind of movie does the man want to watch?
   a. a funny movie
   b. an exciting movie
   c. a romantic movie

3. What type of movie is March of the Penguins?
   a. an action movie
   b. a war movie
   c. a family movie

4. What is a blizzard?
   a. a kind of penguin
   b. a place in Antarctica
   c. a snow storm with strong winds

5. Where do the adult penguins travel to every winter?
   a. Antarctica
   b. the place they were born
   c. The South Pole

6. Who stays with the egg when it has been laid?
   a. the male
   b. the female
   c. the chick

7. Why does the other adult penguin go to the ocean?
   a. to find food
   b. to keep warm
   c. to choose another mate

8. What is a baby penguin called?
   a. a mate
   b. a chick
   c. a biologist

9. Who is Luc Jacquet?
   a. a cameraman
   b. an actor
   c. the director

10. How long did the film crew stay in Antarctica?
    a. one year
    b. 120 hours
    c. three years